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Moral Hazard in Health Insurance Harper
Collins
Dr. Gregory Smith, author of the best
selling textbook on Medical Cannabis,
delivers a patient focused and scientifically
supported book, for people that want to
learn the truth about CBD. He delivers
what hasn't been available in other books
by providing the education and information
needed to be able to select a high quality
CBD medication from the sea of poor
quality products currently available. Dr.
Smith keeps this book exciting by
intermingling science with personal stories
from his practice over the past two
decades. The book is conveniently divided
into three sections: the history and legal
issues surrounding CBD and cannabis,
how it works in the body and brain, and
the final section is a series of short
chapters providing sound advice on how to
use CBD for 17 conditions including
chronic pain, tapering off opioids,
fibromyalgia, anxiety and seizures. In this
interactive book about CBD and its effects,
Dr. Smith provides many links to
resources and articles to learn more.
Unlike the other much shorter CBD and
cannabis books on the market, Dr. Smith's
"CBD: What You Need to Know" is a
complete overview of CBD and how to use
it, making CBD an available treatment
option for you and your loved ones today.
The Darkest Place Penguin
An essential primer for students
and first-stop reference for
professionals, The Fashion Design
Reference & Specification
Booktakes the fashion designer
through the entire design process,
from conceiving a garment to
marketing it. This valuable
handbook contains the information
and ideas essential to planning
and executing fashion projects of
every scale and distills them in
an easy-to-use format that is

compact enough to slip into a tote.
Linking six central phases in the
cycle of fashion—research,
editing, design, construction,
connection, and evolution—The
Fashion Design Reference &
Specification Book helps designers
develop effective strategies for
building a cohesive collection and
communicating their vision. The
Reference & Specification Book
series from Rockport Publishers
offers students and practicing
professionals in a range of
creative industries must-have
information in their area of
specialty in an up-to-date,
concise handbook.

A Matter of Life and Death Harper Collins
When private detective Dana Cutler is hired to
follow college student Charlotte Walsh, she never
imagines the trail will lead to the White House. But
the morning after Walsh's clandestine meeting
with Christopher Farrington, President of the
United States, the pretty young coed is dead—the
latest victim, apparently, of a fiend dubbed "the
D.C. Ripper." A junior associate in an Oregon law
firm, Brad Miller is stunned by the death row
revelations of convicted serial killer Clarence Little.
Though Little accepts responsibility for a string of
gruesome murders, he swears he was framed for
one of them: the death of a teenaged babysitter
who worked for then-governor Farrington.
Suddenly nowhere in America is safe for a small-
time private eye and a fledgling lawyer who possess
terrifying evidence that suggests the unthinkable:
that someone at the very highest level of
government, perhaps the president himself, is a
cold and brutal killer.
Sleight of Hand Unabridged CD Harper
Collins
From award-winning author Meg Gardiner,
co-author of Michael Mann’s Heat 2 One
year ago, a shootout in a trendy L.A. club
left bartender Harper Flynn’s boyfriend
dead, Sheriff Deputy Aiden Garrison
shattered, and two gunmen engulfed in
flames. But if the case is closed, why is
Harper still afraid? Certain that a third
gunman escaped and is targeting survivors,
Harper pins her last hope on the only
person willing to listen. But a traumatic
brain injury has left Aiden with a rare and
terrifying disorder: a delusion that random
people are actually the same person in
disguise. As Harper and Aiden delve
deeper into the case, Harper fears that the

attack might have been more personal than
anyone believed. And now her only ally is
unstable, paranoid, and mistrustful—because
he’s seeing the same enemy everywhere he
looks.
Supreme Justice Minotaur Books
� In Portland, Oregon, the wives of
several prominent businessmen have
disappeared without a trace, leaving
behind only a black rose and a note with a
simple message: “Gone, But Not
Forgotten.” � An identical series of
disappearances occurred in Hunter’s
Point, New York, ten years ago—but the
killer was caught, the case was closed
and the special “rose killer” task force
was disbanded. � Betsy Tannenbaum, a
Portland wife and mother who has gained
national recognition as a feminist defense
attorney, is retained by multimillionaire
Portland developer Martin Darius—for no
apparent reason. � Nancy Gordon, a
homicide detective for the Hunter’s Point
Police Department and an original
member of the “rose killer” task force,
hasn’t slept a full night in ten years,
haunted by nightmares of a sadistic killer
who, she swears, is still out there. . . �
Alan Page, the Portland district attorney,
trying to make sense of the sudden
series of disappearances, opens his front
door one evening to find Nancy Gordon
on his doorstep—determined to tell him a
story he won’t soon forget. � Across the
country, in Washington, D.C., the
President of the United States has just
selected United States Senator Raymond
Colby to be the next Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court. In a private meeting,
Colby assures the President there are no
skeletons in his closet. Complex, utterly
compelling, and brilliantly executed,
GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN is a book
that truly lives up to its extraordinary
advance praise: Once begun it simply
cannot be put down.
Hell Gate Harper Collins
Known for his critically acclaimed
contemporary thrillers, New York Times
bestselling author Phillip Margolin
explores intriguing new territory in
Worthy Brown's Daughter, a compelling
historical drama, set in nineteenth-
century Oregon, that combines a
heartbreaking story of slavery and
murder with classic Margolin plot twists.
One of a handful of lawyers in the new
state of Oregon, recently widowed
Matthew Penny agrees to help Worthy
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Brown, a newly freed slave, rescue his
fifteen year old daughter, Roxanne, from
their former master, a powerful Portland
lawyer. Worthy's lawsuit sets in motion
events that lead to Worthy's arrest for
murder and create an agonizing moral
dilemma that could send either Worthy or
Matthew to the hangman. At the same
time, hanging judge Jed Tyler, a powerful
politician with a barren personal life,
becomes infatuated with a beautiful gold-
digger who is scheming to murder
Benjamin Gillette, Oregon's wealthiest
businessman. When Gillette appears to die
from natural causes, Sharon Hill produces
a forged contract of marriage and Tyler
must decide if he will sacrifice his
reputation to defend that of the woman
who inspired his irrational obsession. At
Worthy's trial, Matthew saves Worthy by
producing a stunning courtroom surprise
and his attempt to stop the deadly fortune
hunter ends in a violent climax.

Beyond Suspicion Simon and
Schuster
Filled with the fast-paced twists
and surprises that propelled
"Executive Privilege, Supreme
Justice" reunites attorney Brad
Miller, FBI agent Keith Evans, and
private investigator Dana Cutler to
untangle a five-year-old case
involving a ghost ship and the
president's nominee to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Last Words Harper Collins
"Margolin continues his return to the
exceptional form of his early novels
with this gripping, tightly plotted, and
smoothly written legal thriller... A
winner from a veteran genre author."
—Booklist The “master of heart-
pounding suspense” returns with a
brand new series and a USA Today
bestseller The Third Victim is New
York Times bestseller Phillip Margolin
at his very best. A woman stumbles
onto a dark road in rural
Oregon—tortured, battered, and bound.
She tells a horrific story about being
kidnapped, then tortured, until she
finally managed to escape. She was
the lucky one—two other women, with
similar burns and bruises, were found
dead. The surviving victim identifies
the house where she was held captive
and the owner, Alex Mason—a
prominent local attorney—is arrested.
Although he loudly insists upon his
innocence, his wife’s statements
about his sexual sadism and the
physical evidence found at the scene,
his summer home, is damning. Regina
Barrister is a legendary criminal
defense attorney, known as “The
Sorceress” for her courtroom
victories. But she’s got a secret, one
that threatens her skill, her reputation,

and, most of all, her clients. And she’s
agreed to take on the seemingly
impossible task of defending Alex
Mason. Robin Lockwood, a young
lawyer and former MMA fighter, has
just left a clerkship at the Oregon
Supreme Court to work for Regina
Barrister. The Alex Mason trial is her
first big one, a likely death penalty
case, and she’s second chair to
Regina. Increasingly, she’s worried
her boss’s behavior and the details in
the case against their client don’t
quite add up.
The Nine Simon and Schuster
Investigating the disappearance of a
world-famous dancer who went
missing during a Lincoln Center
performance, investigator Alex
Cooper and her colleagues find
themselves drawn into the underworld
of Manhattan's theatrical community
and simultaneously pursuing a doctor
who has been drugging and assaulting
women. By the author of Entombed.
Reprint.

Sleight of Hand Unabridged CD
HarperAu
The Author suggests using the
4-year political cycle as an
investment strategy. And
subsequently, he writes about the
superperformance stocks of the
time, and the common denominators
of those stocks. What traits do they
have in common, how to find them?
Definition of a superperformance
stock: "One that at least tripled in
price and increased at a minimum
rate of three times during a two-
year period. A move was
considered ended if the price failed
to reach a new high in less than six
months, or if there was a price
reaction of 25 percent or more."
Stocks that have a chance to
become superperformance stocks
share some of these
characteristics: Large increases of
earnings, especially if the large
increase comes as a surprise.
Mergers and acquisitions. New
management. New products. Large
increases of earnings and sales are
the main reason for a stock to rise
substantially. Other reasons come
into play as well, as mergers and
acquisitions, new management and
new products are all in service of
providing higher earning power for
a company. The market discounts
the future, and that might be
enough to push the price higher
significantly, even though the

increase in earnings is not still
visible. However, if those
expectations are not realized in the
future, the price of the stock may
drop severely, as the move would
inflate the valuation. The best
results come after the market has
experienced a severe correction or
a bear market, because that is the
time when there would be many
bargain opportunities in that
environment. The environment is
dependent on the fiscal and
monetary situation, as the lowering
of interest rates and fiscal
stimulation lead to higher stock
prices. And that is the environment
where superperformance stocks are
abundant and have the most
potential. Rising interest rates and
fiscal tightening are negative for
stocks in general, and in that kind of
environment it is much harder to
find a stock with potential to have a
large increase in price. History
often repeats itself in the stock
market. The names of the stocks
change, but the overall situation is
always similar. Acceleration of
earning power is the most important
thing to look for when examining
the potential of a stock to become a
superperformance stock. And the
superperformance move will most
often coincide with the bull market
cycle of the general market.
The Washington Trilogy: Parts 1 & 2
with an excerpt from Capitol Murder
Minotaur Books
Acclaimed journalist Jeffrey Toobin takes
us into the chambers of the most
important—and secret—legal body in our
country, the Supreme Court, revealing
the complex dynamic among the nine
people who decide the law of the land. An
institution at a moment of transition, the
Court now stands at a crucial point, with
major changes in store on such issues as
abortion, civil rights, and church-state
relations. Based on exclusive interviews
with the justices and with a keen sense of
the Court’s history and the trajectory of
its future, Jeffrey Toobin creates in The
Nine a riveting story of one of the most
important forces in American life today.

Executive Privilege Rockport
Publishers
From bestselling author Phillip
Margolin, a fast-paced legal thriller
packed with page-turning suspense.
Peter Hale is a young attorney
struggling to make his own mark in
his father's venerable law firm
when he is presented with the
opportunity of a lifetime. During the
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trial of a multimillion-dollar case,
Peter's father, the lead counsel,
suffers a heart attack and asks
Peter to move for a mistrial until
he's feeling better. Peter decides
this is his only chance to prove to
his father that he is the terrific
lawyer he knows himself to be, and
he chooses to carry on with the
case against his father's wishes. In
his zeal to prove himself, Peter
neglects his client and ends up
losing everything—the case, his job,
and his father. Unemployed and
disinherited, Peter takes the only
job he is offered—that of a public
defender in a small Oregon town.
He hopes that if he can make good
there, he can reinstate himself in
his father's good graces. But his
ambition again gets the best of him
when he takes on a death-penalty
case, representing a mentally
retarded man accused of the brutal
hatchet murder of a college coed.
He's in way over his head, and it's
only when Peter realizes that his
greed and his ego may end up
killing his client that he begins to
understand what it really takes to
be a good lawyer—and to become a
man.
The Art of Magic and Sleight of Hand
Harper Collins
This special edition of parts 1 & 2 in
Phillip Margolin's Washington Trilogy
also includes an excerpt of the third
book in the trilogy, Capitol Murder.
First Book of the Washington Trilogy:
Executive Privilege When private
detective Dana Cutler is hired to
follow college student Charlotte
Walsh, she never imagines the trail
will lead to the White House. But the
morning after Walsh's clandestine
meeting with Christopher Farrington,
President of the United States, the
pretty young coed is dead—the latest
victim, apparently, of a fiend dubbed
"the D.C. Ripper." A junior associate in
an Oregon law firm, Brad Miller is
stunned by the death row revelations
of convicted serial killer Clarence
Little. Though Little accepts
responsibility for a string of gruesome
murders, he swears he was framed for
one of them: the death of a teenaged
babysitter who worked for then-
governor Farrington. Suddenly
nowhere in America is safe for a small-
time private eye and a fledgling
lawyer who possess terrifying
evidence that suggests the
unthinkable: that someone at the very

highest level of government, perhaps
the president himself, is a cold and
brutal killer. Second Book of the
Washington Trilogy: Supreme Justice
Policewoman Sara Woodruff, on death
row for murdering her lover, John
Finley, is appealing her case to the
United States Supreme Court. But the
unexpected resignation of a prominent
justice could sink her appeal. Then a
second justice is attacked for no
apparent reason. Called in to quietly
investigate, p.i. Dana Cutler finds
disturbing links between the Woodruff
appeal, the ominous incidents in the
justices' chambers . . . and a shootout
that occurred years before on a small
freighter docked upriver in Shelby,
Oregon, with only one survivor: John
Finley. Joining forces with former
colleagues Brad Miller and FBI agent
Keith Evans, who helped bring down a
president in Executive Privilege, it's
not long before Dana discovers a
deadly secret in the heart of the U.S.
intelligence community. Third Book of
the Washington Triolgy: Capitol
Murder—On Sale April 3, 2012 Private
investigator Dana Cutler and attorney
Brad Miller have overcome more than
a few daunting challenges and
powerful enemies to see justice done.
Against tremendous odds, they
successfully unmasked an American
president's involvement in a chain of
murders. They also saved the life of a
Supreme Court justice while foiling a
conspiracy by rogue members of the
CIA to fix a case headed for the court.
Now wicked threats old and new are
about to bring them together once
again. Convicted serial killer Clarence
Little has escaped from death row in
Oregon, and Brad receives threatening
messages in D.C., where he is working
for Senator Jack Carson, a high-
ranking member of the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence. A dead
body, murdered according to Little's
M.O., is found in the senator's
Georgetown home, and Carson has
disappeared. While Dana is in Oregon
digging into Carson's shady
background, a terrorist cell is poised
to destroy a packed professional
football stadium in one of the biggest
attacks on American soil. As the
senator's personal life begins to
dovetail with the cell's evil plan, Brad
and Dana will risk it all again to
uncover the truth and save their
country.

Capitol Murder Springer
Charles Benedict—magnetic criminal
defense lawyer, amateur illusionist,
and professional hit man—and

private investigator Dana Cutler are
on a collision course set in motion
by Benedict's greatest sleight of
hand yet: framing a millionaire for
the murder of his much younger
wife. Ten years ago, Horace Blair
fell in love with Carrie, the
prosecutor during his DUI trial.
After a torrid courtship, he
persuaded her to marry him and to
sign a prenuptial agreement
guaranteeing her twenty million
dollars if she remained faithful
during the first ten years of their
marriage. The week before their
tenth anniversary, Carrie
disappears, and Horace is charged
with her murder. Desperate to clear
his name, the millionaire hires one
of D.C.'s most brilliant and ruthless
defense attorneys—Charles
Benedict. Meanwhile, private
investigator Dana Cutler is in the
Pacific Northwest on the trail of a
stolen relic, a gold scepter dating
back to the Ottoman Empire. Hitting
a dead end, she returns to Virginia,
perplexed and disappointed—and
straight into the twisting case of
Horace and Carrie Blair.
Sleight of Hand Harper Collins
Contraband cargo-young and female-
from a wrecked Ukraine freighter
washes up on Rockaway Beach. But
one victim died before she even hit
the dark waters of the Atlantic. Only
one other story has the power to grab
New York ADA Alexandra Cooper's
attention-that of a New York
congressman's dive into disgrace
following a sordid sex scandal. When
Alexandra discovers that the freighter
victim and the congressman's lover
are connected in a way that simply
can't be coincidence, it strikes her
that these cases aren't as unrelated as
they seem. She unearths a secret that
will not only shatter the entire
political landscape of New York, but
expose Alexandra to the darkest,
most dangerous, and most profoundly
disturbing revelation of her career.
Watch a Video
The Fashion Design Reference &
Specification Book Anchor
Charles Benedict—magnetic criminal
defense lawyer, amateur illusionist, and
professional hit man—and private
investigator Dana Cutler are on a collision
course set in motion by Benedict's
greatest sleight of hand yet: framing a
millionaire for the murder of his much
younger wife. Ten years ago, Horace
Blair fell in love with Carrie, the
prosecutor during his DUI trial. After a
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torrid courtship, he persuaded her to
marry him and to sign a prenuptial
agreement guaranteeing her twenty
million dollars if she remained faithful
during the first ten years of their
marriage. The week before their tenth
anniversary, Carrie disappears, and
Horace is charged with her murder.
Desperate to clear his name, the
millionaire hires one of D.C.'s most
brilliant and ruthless defense
attorneys—Charles Benedict. Meanwhile,
private investigator Dana Cutler is in the
Pacific Northwest on the trail of a stolen
relic, a gold scepter dating back to the
Ottoman Empire. Hitting a dead end, she
returns to Virginia, perplexed and
disappointed—and straight into the twisting
case of Horace and Carrie Blair.

Supreme Justice Harper Collins
In 1969, the Chicago Seven were
charged with intent to "incite,
organize, promote, and encourage"
antiwar riots during the chaotic 1968
Democratic National Convention in
Chicago. The defendants included
major figures of the antiwar and racial
justice movements: Abbie Hoffman
and Jerry Rubin, the madcap founders
of the Yippies; Tom Hayden and
Rennie Davis, founders of Students for
a Democratic Society and longtime
antiwar organizers; David Dellinger, a
pacifist and chair of the National
Mobilization Committee to End the
War in Vietnam; and Bobby Seale, co-
founder of the Black Panther Party,
who would be bound and gagged in the
courtroom before his case was
severed from the rest. The
Conspiracy Trial of the Chicago Seven
is an electrifying account of the
months-long trial that commanded the
attention of a divided nation. John
Schultz, on assignment for The
Evergreen Review, witnessed the
whole trial of the Chicago Seven, from
the jury selection to the aftermath of
the verdict. In his vivid account,
Schultz exposes the raw emotions,
surreal testimony, and judicial
prejudice that came to define one of
the most significant legal events in
American history. In October 2020,
Aaron Sorkin's film, The Trial of the
Chicago Seven, will bring this iconic
trial to the screen.

Death Dance Harper Collins
"A genuine whodunnit" (Kirkus
Reviews)--Phillip Margolin, the
master of the courtroom thriller,
returns with A Matter of Life and
Death, a classic mind-bending
puzzle, as Attorney Robin
Lockwood must face her most
challenging case yet, with
everything stacked against her

client and death on the line. Joe
Lattimore, homeless and trying
desperately to provide for his
young family, agrees to fight in a no-
holds-barred illegal bout, only to
have his opponent die. Lattimore
now finds himself at the mercy of
the fight's organizers who blackmail
him into burglarizing a house.
However, when he breaks in, he
finds a murdered woman on the
floor and the police have received
an anonymous tip naming him the
murderer. Robin Lockwood, an
increasingly prominent young
attorney and former MMA fighter,
agrees to take on his defense. But
the case is seemingly airtight—the
murdered woman's husband, Judge
Anthony Carasco, has an alibi and
Lattimore's fingerprints are
discovered at the scene. But
everything about the case is too
easy, too pat, and Lockwood is
convinced that her client has been
framed. The only problem is that
she has no way of proving it and
since this is a death case, if she
fails then another innocent will die.
Last to Die Minotaur Books
Addressing the challenge of covering
heath care expenses—while minimizing
economic risks. Moral hazard—the
tendency to change behavior when the
cost of that behavior will be borne by
others—is a particularly tricky question
when considering health care.
Kenneth J. Arrow’s seminal 1963
paper on this topic (included in this
volume) was one of the first to
explore the implication of moral
hazard for health care, and Amy
Finkelstein—recognized as one of the
world’s foremost experts on the
topic—here examines this issue in the
context of contemporary American
health care policy. Drawing on
research from both the original RAND
Health Insurance Experiment and her
own research, including a 2008 Health
Insurance Experiment in Oregon,
Finkelstein presents compelling
evidence that health insurance does
indeed affect medical spending and
encourages policy solutions that
acknowledge and account for this. The
volume also features commentaries
and insights from other renowned
economists, including an introduction
by Joseph P. Newhouse that provides
context for the discussion, a
commentary from Jonathan Gruber
that considers provider-side moral
hazard, and reflections from Joseph E.

Stiglitz and Kenneth J. Arrow. “Reads
like a fireside chat among a group of
distinguished, articulate health
economists.” —Choice
My Way Or the Highway Hachette UK
A magician linked to three murders
and suspicious deaths years ago
disappears in the middle of his new
act in New York Times bestseller
Phillip Margolin’s latest thriller
featuring Robin Lockwood Robin
Lockwood is a young criminal defense
attorney and partner in a prominent
law firm in Portland, Oregon. A former
MMA fighter and Yale Law graduate,
she joined the firm of legal legend
Regina Barrister not long before
Regina was forced into retirement by
early onset Alzheimer’s. One of
Regina’s former clients, Robert
Chesterfield, shows up in the law
office with an odd request—he’s
seeking help from his old attorney in
acquiring patent protection for an
illusion. Chesterfield is a professional
magician of some reknown and he has
a major new trick he’s about to debut.
This is out of the scope of the law
firm’s expertise, but when Robin
Lockwood looks into his previous
relationship with the firm, she learns
that twenty years ago he was arrested
for two murders, one attempted
murder, and was involved in the
potentially suspicious death of his
very rich wife. At the time, Regina
Barrister defended him with ease,
after which he resumed his career as
a magician in Las Vegas. Now,
decades later, he debuts his new
trick—only to disappear at the end.
He’s a man with more than one dark
past and many enemies—is his
disappearance tied to one of the many
people who have good reason to hate
him? Was he killed and his body
disposed of, or did he use his
considerable skills to engineer his
own disappearance? Robin Lockwood
must unravel the tangled skein of
murder and bloody mischief to learn
how it all ties together.
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